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An illuminating and inspiring discussion on various concept of Vajra has 
been introduced by Sri N.C. Sinha, Director ofSRIT in the Bulletin of Tibetology 
(Vol. VII, No.2). There he has treated almost all the major points on evolutionary 
concept of Vajra. Again, in Bulletin, Vol. VII, No.3, the same author and a Ti
betan lama research scholar also contributed notes throwing more light on Vajra. 

Here we propose to discuss or rather illustrate or confirm those concepts 
mostly Sanskrit, Indian and Pali available sources. 

The earliest reference of the word Vajra and Concept and formation of 
ontological meaning we find in Aitareya Brahmana, Where it denotes according 
to Geldner, the 'Handle' while Kuta means 'Head' of the Hammer (vide. A.A. 
MacDonell and A.B. Keith, Vedic Index Vol. II, p. 237). 

We find in Asvaghosa's Vajrasivei this important text from the illustrious 
scholar referred to Vedas the Mahabharata and Manavadharmasastra but no men
tion of Puranas. Either, the Puranas were not composed at all or were not old, or 
well-known enough to be quoted in the work of a distinguished author, therefore, 
we may suppose that the word Vajra obviously taken from the vedic literatures. 

We may also state that the main objections against the authorship of 
Asvaghosa raised by eminent scholars like Wintemits are enumerated by A.K. 
Mukhopadhyayaya (Int. XII) we can only state that 'It is not enumerated either by 
1-Tsing or in the Tibetan Tanjur among the works of Asvaghosa (Ibid Int. XII). 
Any way we are not in this paper going to discuss the point of authorship of the 
text. Vajrasuci also reveals an intimate knowledge of Brahmanical literature (Ibid, 
int. XII). 

In the famous Sanskrit lexicons such as Amarkosa (Svargavarga) the syn
onymousforaregiveasfollow:~ cl\il"1'k1"1 WTf{ ~ ~~ qfcf: I $lldq;)f~: 
~: Sf 

In Amarakosa (Nanartha varga):-
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The word Cf\jfT~l~ is also used as a single un severed concept 'Cf\jfT~r~ ~<f\ilf I 

(~fa~ ~Tl!fHn 
In the above-stated manifold terms of vajra have varied significant derivative 
meanings. The first two synonymous dynamic velocity, the sense conjectured from 
the derivative root all the rest terms besides the qftl: signifies the sense of Penetra
bility. Here we are not concerned about the qerivative meaning of each word. But 
two instances of derivative will clarify the above senses. Firstly, while the word 

vajra derived from verb root which means vm which means velocity, (11fa) whereas 

the term ~(:l~T although have varied derivative meaning yet the two verb roots ~T 

mea'ning pen!!trate and ~~l means contract . .. 
Therefore the both the terms suggest the sense of velocity and Penetrability. 

If we get back to original meaning of vedic sense of vajra we find the meaning of 
'Kuta' or head. We know that super rate of dynamic motion depends on the penetra
bility of an inanimate being. The ancient Indian ontologists were well conscious 
about the evolution ofthe conceptsofVajra. So we find lexicographistare indentifying 
to static and dynamic aspects of originating around "Vajra" in expression \i~Tffl 

~\ilf. The scholars know the "vajra" or Thuder and "Asani" lightning as indi
visible aspect "Vajra" The Adamantine. This identity has more clearly expressed 
in a lexicon ... .T~ CN~. Lhadini or lighting is also indivisibly denote 'vajra' 
and 'Tadita', Thunder and lightning Bhattajidikshita' s son ofBhanujidikshit in his 
commentary on Amarakosa refer medinikara also denoting vajra as Hiraka an in
animate adamant object diamond. While it dissolves or cut through the other noth
ing can penetrate it. So diamond symbolizing the "Hardest" aspect in human imagi
nation. 

The adamant concept which underlay in vajra, gradually taken to aesthelic 
expression of the poetic literature of Brahmanical as well as Buddhistic. And also 
particularly became symbolic via media to define psycho-physical abstract aspects 
of Hindu and Buddhist tantras. 

Here we thing it will not be out of place to cite some instance. A Buddhist 
scholar Vidyakara prepared an anthplogy of Sanskrit court poetry shortly before 
the year 1100 who belonged to the JagaddaJa monastery of MaJda district. While 
eulogigising the patron enlightened being of transcendental wisdom Manjughosha 
or Manjusri - invokes him with the epithet 'Manjuvajra' in the following verse;-

~'EII:g<11F<b~n;;qj~qof~l+J-
qpft., q"Pt1q~tll -q~~" I 

'lIT "CPGl1Frlffl:Jft)'~ ~-

VfJTT1 eft ~(,RJrn'lT tI ~Cf\jf;mm 
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~~dd('jq))ll' ft1dIRqIGI"'II't p. 6, ed. D.O. Kosambi and V.V. Gokhale, 
Havard, 1957. The following is the translation of the verse:-

"May he who consecrates his worshipper into the kingdom of his law, 
With annointing liquid, golden red as saffron, 
Poured from golden ambroisa his foot, 
Where in his lovely toes are ceremonial buds, 
May Manjusri (Manjuvajra) watch over you, 
For your happiness and good." 

(An anthology of Sanskrit court poetry: translated by Daniel H.H. Ingalls 
Harvard, Univ. U.S. 1965). 

In Pali literature the reference of word Vajra is very scanty. In Sutta-Pitaka, 
Dighanikaya Pali Pt. J.P. 284, (Nava Nalada Edn.) We find the following word:

qft1,<ql~ (~). ~ cg~ (Cf\jf) cg~). qftm ~a.!<fr {Cf\JI"T ~a.!<fr, 
are traced. 

In Ambattha-Sutta-4, ~-1l'r~~ an event is described, when Ambhatta 
for the third time denied to give answer to lord Bud,dha's reasonable answer, the 
king of the yakshas 'Vajra-Pani' appeared in the sky on the head of Ambattha 
wielding bright and burning iron hammer (Ayokuta) to smash his head into seven 
pieces, if denies still to answer and prayed shelter to the Buddha, the much terrified 
Ambattha. 

Again, we find in TiclCllt:ii!Cfl ~?J Sutta-pitaka, Majjhimanikaya pt. I, p. 
284. The thing happened to Nighanto Putta who likewise desisted from giving 
answer. The name of~-~ occurs in itfci1q'1ll1 ~W fCllI\i1IR1q'1 ~-5 
~1jq;-'fl~. p. 728, ~~ ('fl~-~ pt. I, p. 135. 

The ontological sense of Vajra found its best expression in Mahayana 
Sanskrit literatures. In ~~ 'l61111"1)aR-(p3f~T or ~ or the sublime 
science of the great vehicle to salvation, a manual of Buddhist monism, the work 
of Arya Maitreya with a commentary by Arya Asanga (Eng. trans. by E. Obermiller 
in Vol. IX, Pts. II, III and IV of Acta Orientalia 1931 (vide. ed. Ibid by S.H. Johnston 
and T. Choudhury, Pub. Bihar Research Society, Patna 1950); The seven aspects 
of the body of the Shastra (~-lTfu) has been depicted by Arya-Maitreya and 
the book commences with the following verse: 

an "flJ: .tSfI CI \JI tI ?CIllI -

~~ ~~ 1J11T~ mg I 
~fEr1UJT: ~ .n4C'l"'fll'l I 

ClifH'fll ~~ ~Ioft+il('jq 
tI'lltlo) q\JIqGI~ 'fI1(f II 
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The Buddha, Dharma, Guna, Dhatu Bodhi-gunas, Kamla and the last Buddha; 
these are the body of the whole Shastra (The Shastra consist of these seven as
pects. The concrete essence, in short these seven aspects are identical with the 
word vajra. 

Here we are not going to discuss seven aspects of the Shastra, but propose 
to deal with the concept of vajra. 

Asanga while expounding the verse gives an interesting analogical defini
tion of the word vajra in the following manner:--

'Cf\Jf1q~-3iftl'1TllTclx:+{ q<:f ~~--~ Cf\Jfq-<fI1" 

C'ra ~~-fiR:nl1ll-~-~GJ~mG-~~: y~- ~cMlms2:lT 
(f\jfCTG-~~~: <rRJ1lRTfUr ~~ll-3Jf11cr~ (l0fTqftl"\S~<'1 ~mWf «ll"f.f 
~f!-Y~~~ ~u:r.ffit .~ ~l'J1~- mif., yfat;orif~ q\Jf~-
3l'~cpp:;;:rr.:mT-~j"'i1CL19 I "ffif ~6~: "C.Ji011G CLl5GFi9 I 3l'~ ~ flggCfjI~'5 

f~.'FPllif I ~~ ~-;gTif ~T~: ~~TW -mUT2:lT :XUff2:l: CfilfTif A.'ij I 3P-PJwfr6~: 
lR~e1~~!f fl1:{fY<PT~6-

fuTfTlfTcl': (lu:r~ Y"CfjP'<T~ ~G1j~ u:r.jZJJ~ I fl'€(<r <r\ifqGf~(hT) fcfffi~u( 

<:!2:lHl?f+rj1f'i1"CLl': II (~. 9-~) 

The "vajra-Padam" means the similar sense, which as adamantine as Thun
der bolt, is to be obtained. The object which is impenetrable through the knowl
edge of auditory perception and mental reflection, and hence which is naturally 
not determinable by speech; which can only be realised by intuitive knowledge. 
Therefore, the object should be known as hard as vajrjl. The non-extinguishable 
object, which, denote that adamantine object, because, that object leads to the path 
which is conducive to the realization of those are manifestation of that adamantine 
sense, is called as absolute object (Padam). Thus, the vajra object, denotes the 
impenetrable sense and which reflects manifested meaning, which is then the object 
and which is the manifested meaning. The objects are seven, such as, the Buddha, 
the Dharma, the Sangha or the order, the Dhatu or essence, the Bodhi, as the 
enlightenment, the guna or the glory and the karma or the action. Here it is said, 
by which words seven aspects are to be realised are indicated iIIustrated, that is 
why it is known as reflective meaning. This significance which is denoted by the 
word "Vajra" is to be realised from the relevant Sutra. 

In the commentary Aryasanga quoted a passage from ~-(fteRT) 3l'~ 

~-~~ to confirm the above stated aspects defined by the word vajra, thus, 

"31r.rc:-3f~ &1l~ ~: I lR ~r<mA.'ijllIrn ~~ I ~ ~ ~: I lR 

3T<n.l: q?1if~ ·~injlf I 3f~ I ~ ~:T lR ~r<m: ~ <rT ~., <rT ~~ I 

~-;{1 cft~ Cf\Jf~ 'tGTUTT~T<:r qftqffi~-31~""C1C2JIf.1" I (~. ~) 
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"Oh, Ananda, the Tathagata is indefinable. He can not be seen by eyes. The 
Dhanna is inexpressible. That can not be heard by ear. The Sangha is unconstituted 
that can not be propitiated either by body or by mind. The sense of the vajrapada 
should by realized as explained in the Sutra of Drdhadhyasaya-parivarta". 

Thus Asanga referred more five-Sutra for the true understanding of other 
aspects of denoted by the word Vajra. Having expounded the seven indefinable 
aspects of the Shastra. Aryamaitraya narrates the adamantine aspects of Jnana and 
Karuna of Tathagata in the foIlowing verse. 

~ tam Efimq ~ +fT1f-~~AR'( 1 

~lfqo~l;; ~ <j ~:~-~ f,1Q15 0 Ilq 11'6 1 i 

Aryasanga commenting on this makes an analogy of these two aspects with 
vajra in the following passage:-

<'i ~fcJftJfcI;ffiT"fi "'l tfiffT G~f Ofllrrf t,l ~ ~; cf~ ~TT i.'f1 fcl;qr~nOf(~;~ST -1fTsT 
~~~~trnG1W:fiI'(fI(r~T:, ~q~ fftfrlT('f-~-~m ~Tfcffi'-Cfijf 
~~;;)~ a~ 1 (~. t:;-f.) 

The suffering, which originated from the perplexed "vision i.e. belief in the 
existence of one's own individuality can be irradicated by obtaining the power of 
knowing the suffering truth (cmOf 111lJ t,l-g~:) This (suffering can not be overcome 
by temporal knowledge. The strength of the compassion and absolute wisdom of 
the Tathagata is like vajra, which even penetrates (annihilates) the (Klesha), which 
is like the insurmountable hidden enclosure in the deep forest. This strength should 
be known through this analogy of vajra." 

Edward conze an internationally accepted authority on Prajnaparamita lit
eratures, in his edition of most important and smallest text of above category, 
literature entitled Vajra Chedika-Prajna-paramita (pub. Rome 1957), states the prefix 
"vajra" is used rather sparingly in the larger Prajnaparamitas, and there indicates 
an "adamantine" Samadhi as Dhanna or citta or Jnana. The combination vajra
Prajnaparamita is not found anywhere (vide p. 2, note). 

Max Muller rendered the title of the text as "Diamond Sutra" conze opined 
that "there is no reason to discontinue this" popular usage (bid p. 7) but he states", 
"but strictly speaking, it is more than unlikely that the Buddhist here understood 
vajra is the material substance which we call" 'Diamond'. The term is familiar 
from many Buddhist texts, including the large Prajna-Paramita Sutra. Everywhere 
it refers to the mythical 'Thunderbolt', and donates irresistible strength, bath 
passively and actively the Title therefore means 'The perfection of wisdom which 
cuts even the thunderbolt', or less probably which could cut even a thunderbolt" 
(2 bid 7-8). 
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Chandracirti while expounding the verse: 
Qq~t.jllRi .q Fi Qq~t.jI~jC1'16QlI'{ 

a gQ5t.jt(fi: ~ Of ~ ~ II~~ II vid""cb. ~ ~!fT I ~-
~'Cfil'ftcm p. 447, quoted the following verse from t'f.ljf·'t.I"'~C61 \OIijiI41'11flifll: 

.q lfi ~ aRff8j1llfi -m.Vf ~: I 
ftf~ ~ (Of) lfi -q~ a \ifOfT: II 

~ !'Gl ~: ft. ~: I 
w+f'ffi llf~ \ffim Of WI ~ ~"'IPlgq II 

quoted here the conze' translatiea C1l the stamas. 
;' 

"Those who by fonn did S~ me, 
And those who followed me by voice, 
Wrong the efforts they engaged in, 
Me those people will not see, 
From the Dharma should one see the Buddhas, 
For the Dhanna-bodies are the guides. 
Yet Dhanna's true nature should not be discerned, 
Nor can't it, either, be discerned." 

We find almost same idea in ~ in the ch. oQITllCf C614P1~iT ~ 
(Gilgit, MSS. VI, pt. II, p. 297). On the following passage . .n~'H'XI'1 1161'H~'1 
'H'(fiqcWHfI~:~: J ffi'[ ~ t'«I: I ~: ~ ~Kq 
Of ~ ~: I C'lt+1I'51rt ~ ~ 1161'H~'1 otWIfIC614 m~-Cfi'T1FI 
~t.fllIC'lC614 wg IbIQ'1ll1 'H111~\(i)cr!OlIflC'l6Q1 ....... 

The same idea has been illustrated in gatha:-

~ ~ .q ~m PI(dlRlII~\11 
wf~ ~ wlVf q)flf ~m 
Of \iIl"tl +iqC6I~'1 ~ ~ ~ 

In the above-stated passages we find that the Dharmakaya can not be perceived 
through illusory sense of organ, "From the Dharma one should see Buddha," Even 
that Dharmata, that is, "Dharma's true nature should not be discerned, nor can it. 
either, be discerned", one can realize Dhanna through Samadhi, or through the 
'Aprtisthitamcittam' by (pure, translucent thought; unsupported thought. trans. 
conze) Prabhasvara-citta (illuminate-in mind). In the ch. of'flatl'lctPli¥~lqRCl:;;f of 

~t1 we find the same idea has been illustrated in the following line:-
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"The mind non-adhered to name-fonn is indifiled-clear mind." 

'The Prajnaparamitas in order to establish Sunyata have shown that there 
is nothing in the world of our knowledge which has any real existence. Everything 
that we are conscious of has only dreamy existence, and that all the 84,000 
Dhannaskandhas are only expedients (upayakansalya) adopted by him the benefit 
of ignorant and deluded beings, and consequently a Bodhisattva while practising 
the Prajna paramita should treat them as were apparitions devoid of reality ...... . 
the function of the Prajnaparamita is to make a bodhisattva bear in the mind that 
the Paramitas .... Samadhis, Samapathis, phala ofbodhipak sikadhannas, which he 
has been 'practising, are 'only aids and expedients invented by Buddhas to help 
beings to the realisation of the ideal, "(N. Dutt 'Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism 
and its relation to Hinayana, p. 334). 

Therefore from the above stated facts we know that, the realisation of the 
Upayakansalya as mere devoid of reality is the highest perfection of wisdom which 
even makes the transcendental virtues baseless (Apratisthita), is the perfection of 
wisdom which cuts the Thunderbolt. These expedience are Thunderbolt the Ada
mantine aspects leading a bodhisattva to ultimate illumination. Siksasamuccaya 
quotes a passage from chandrapradipa Sutra as follows:-

~ ~ m m~"OT CJdCl 6~ I 
~~ ~~qlC:lf"IqH'1ill%: II 
~~ q:)'QOjPI'BT<'\CJRG: -q)lTflf Cfd";;f I 

the gift imbibed with the knowledge of Suny at a and Kanna begets virtue, the same 
text quotes Vajraecenedika:-

"l1~)CJi CJ\jf~ ~T 

m m~~~ G"A GCfIfcf I ('Rll' 1J~ ~~ 
lJ~G}rnT~fl1fff II (flT~~ p. 275). 

Before we set to discuss Vajrayana view on Vajra, we think it will not be 
out of place to say a few words about the various synonyms of the yana. Vajrayana 
also generally known as mantrayana. Its full name is guhya-mantra Phala-Vajra
Yana, is variously called Phalayana Upayayana, and Vajrayana. The vimalaprabha 
states as quoted by V. Guenther. "Vajra means sublime indivisibility and inde
structibility, and since this is (the nature of) the course, one speech of vajraship. 
This is to say that vajrayana is the indivisibility of cause or Paramita method and 
effect or mantra method. According to Bang-mdor-bstan, 

"Awareness of nothingness is the cause 
To feel unchanging bliss is the effect 
The indivisibility of nothingness 
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And bliss is known as the enlightenment of mind." 

Here the indivisibility of awareness which directly insists nothingness, and 
the unchanging, supreme bliss is conceived as consisting of the two phenomena 
goal approach and goal-attainment. Such as interpretation ofvajrayana, however, 
applies to Anttarayogatantras, not to there lower Tantra. For this reason the expla
nation of the Nying-Pai-tog will have to be added, "The essence of mahayana is 
the six perceptions." Their essence is fitness of action and intelligence of which 
the essence or one valueness is the enlightenment-mind. Since this is the Vajrasattva
concentration it is Vajra, and being both vajra and a spiritual cause, one speaks 
Vajrayana. And this is the meaning of mantra yoga. Thus Vajrayana is synominous 
with vajrasattva-yoga which effects the indivisible union of fitness of action and 
intelligence. The indivisibility of cause and effect is one of the many meaning of 
Vajra. 

The union of insight and action, of unlimited cognition and it is active 
framework of communication with others in a world order is referred to by the 
symbol of Vajrasattva. 

Vajra is the Dharmakayic awareness in which three types of enlightenment 
enter indivisibility from ultimateness, and Sattva is the apprehensible form pattern 
deriving from it (quoted from the collected works of Tsong-kha-pa, Tashilbunpo 
edition I, 10, 2, a-b; quoted by V. Guenther, Tibetan Buddhism without mystifi
cation, Leiden E.S. Bill Brill, p. 59. The attempt to effect this integration of thought 
and action is termed Vajrasattva-yoga, which is synonymous with vajrakyana. 
Mahayana has been said to consist ofthe Paramitayana as the cause and vajrayana 
as the climax (Ibid, p. 60, Tsong Khapa). For further discussion vide V. guenther; 
Tibetan Buddhism without mystification, (p. 54-60). 

Many scholars have surveyed the mode of transformation of some philo
sophical ideas of Mahayana Buddhism. Here we are not concerned about all the 
aspects of Tantric Buddhism. "In the mode of transformation the most important 
point is the transformation of the idea of Sunyata (vacuity) into the idea ofVajra, 
or the Thunderbolt. The Sunyata-nature (svabhara) of the world is its ultimate 
immutable nature, as immutable as the thunderbolt, so it is called the Vajra. It has 
been said in the Advya-vajra-Samgraha, "Sunyata, which is firm, substantial, 
indivisible, impenetrable, incapable of being burnt and imperishable, is called the 
Vajra." 

~ii ~ arnhf'n:M ~~afUTlf I 
3fGIfg ~ ~ ~1~ ?f\jf~-:;;;zffi I I ~Rm1 ?f\jf~lf 

Jvalavali-vajra-mala-tantra, MS. (B.N. Paris, Sans. No. 47) p. I (B) Ibid, 
p. 27, quoted by Shashibhusan Dasgupta: Obscure Religious Cults, (p. 26), cf. 
also 31-i1crti ?f\jf~CQ1i. Hevajratantra quoted Ibid. MS. (A.S.H. No. 11377, p. 
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2(A). This transformation of Suny at a to Vajra will explain the term Vajrayana and 
in vajrayana all the gods, goddesses, articles for rituals have been marked with 
vajra to specialize them from their originally accepted nature. The supreme deity 
ofVajrayana is the Vajra-Sattva (Vajra-Sunyata, vacuity, Sattva-quintessence, who 
is of the nature of pure consciousness (Vijnapti-Matrata of Vijnanavadin Bud
dhists) as associated with Sunyata in the form of the absence of subjectivity and 
objectivity. (Ibid, p. 27). 

The Missionary author Rev. Graham Sandberg, who is so little favourable 
to Buddhism that he can discover (p. 260) in it" no scheme of metaphysics of 
morality which can be dignified with the title of an ethical system "when hawever, 
speaking of this most depraved form" in short chapter on the Tantras and Tantrik 
rites (Tibet and the Tibetans, p. 218), says this new vehicle (Ngag-Kyi-Thegpa) 
did not prefer to supersede the time-honoured Vajrayana (Dorje-Thegpa) but It 

claimed by its expanded mythological scheme and its fascinating and even sub
lime mystic conceptions to crystallize the old tantrik methods into a regular sci
ence as complicated as it was resourceful (V. Sir John Woodroffe; Sakli and SaklC/, 
p. 196). 

Here we may state an interesting fact related to Vajra, John woodroffe states 
in above stated book. "Tantricism was reinforced on the arrival in 719 A.D. of 
Two Indian Brahmanas, Vajrabodhi and Amogha. The demand of Tantra became 
so great that Amogha was officially deputed by the Imperial government to being 
back from India and Ceylon as many as could. Amogha who was the favourite 
of Three Emperors holding the rank of minister and honoured with many titles 
lived till 774. He made the tantricism a fashionable sect. ..... Amogha, however 
demanded more of those who sought initiation. In the Indian fashion he tested 
(Pariksha) the would be disciple and initiated only those who were fit and had the 
quality of Vajra. (V. Sakti and Sakta pp. 200-201). 

In vajrayana tantrik texts the vajra, represents various aspects. In the 
Paneakarma of Nagarjunapads we find four gradation in the sunyata doctrine. The 
first is Sunya, the second Ati-Sunya, the third Mahasunya and the fourth or the 
final is the Sarva-Sunya. The first stage Sunya has been explained as Aloka, it is 
knowledge (Prajna). The second stage viz., Ati-Sunya is said to be the manifes
tation of light (Alokabhasa) and while the sunya is said to be Prajna, Ati-Sunya, 
is said to be the Upaya or the means. It is to be of the nature of constructive 
imagination (Parikalpita) and it belongs to the mind and its state (cuitasika). It is 
also said to be right (dakshina) the solar circle (Surya-Mandala) and the Thunder
bolt (Vajra). Third stage, viz., Maha-Sunya proceeds from the union ofPrajna and 
Upaya or Atoka and (fust stage Sunya has been explained as Aloka in Lalita
Vistara, Ed. ef. Dr. S. Lefman pp. 417-18). Alokabhasa, or Sunya or Ati-Sunya 
the fourth stage viz., Sarva-Sunya (all-valid or perfect void) is free from all three
fold impurities and is self-illuminate. For detail vide S.B·~ Dasgupta; An Introduc
tion to Tantrik Buddhism, p. 43-44). 
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According to Dr. Dasgupta, the Sri Samaja, which is credited by some to 
be the earliest authoritative text on vajra-yana, which he explained as the 'Ada
mantine-way' is really the way or means for the realisation of the Vajra-nature the 
immutable and impenetrable void-nature of the self as well as the dharmas. The 
above text explains vajra-yana as the means which has recourse to the five fami
lies (Kulus) of the Boddhisattavas viz., Maha (Presided over by vairocana with his 
sakti Vajradhativisvari), Dvesha (Presided over by Akshobhya with his sakti 
Pandara), etc. but these Kuls have always their foundation on the vajra or the 
Sunyata: 

l{)~li o~ m: wn ~: ftef'ffi I 
\jql'Q a'f !C6l'ii q~ ~ ~ II 

(Dagupta:'lbid, p. 70) 

We quote here, Dr. Dasgupta in his own word about the comprehensive 
idea ofvajra which will help us to understand the ubiquity of perfect void in every 
aspect of Vajrayana. "In spite of this heterogeneity of elements the most striking 
feature of Vajrayana, which justifies the general name gillen to it, is the use and 
function of the idea ofvajra. Vajra, as we shall presently see, is the void (Sunyata), 
and in vajra-yana everything is vajra i.e., perfect void. In worshipping a god, the 
god is thought of as of vajra-nature, his image is vajra the worshipper is vajra, the 
materials of worship are vajra, the mantras are vajra, the processes are vajra and 
everything is vajra. This vajra, as we have already said, often serves as the stamp 
of the Vajrayana." (Ibid, p. 72). 

Vajrayanists declare that there cannot be anything evil for a vajrayanist, no 
work not to be done, no food not to be taken, no woman not to be enjoyed. (quoted 
Dasgupta, p. 72). After undergoing practice of the prescribed Sadhana. a &adhaka 
should think of the world of static and dynamic as all are void and place himself 
in the void with the mantra, "3ft "~dl$1i'1 Cf\i-~a:tlqlf+l(f»);S6'1." "Om I am of 
the nature of the immutable knowledge of void" then should realize that all the 
Dharmas are pure by nature and he too is pure (Ibid, p. 76). 

As many phenomenal objects have been conceived to be the manifestations 
of impersonal and eternal beauty in monastic philosophy, like Vedanta, with the 
attributed glorious substantial, beautiful, brilliant quality. This truth found expres
sion in Lord Krishna's utterances to the apostle Arjuna. 

~ ~qffif4 ~ ",Rifdqq en I 
'ffi«l \!<U4'1'tEJ ~ lfIf ~~flutq, II 

Gita, ch. X, Verse 41. 

Whatever being there is, endowed with glory and grace and vigour, know that to 
have sprung from a fragment of my splendour". 

(trans. S .. Rac1hakrishnan) 
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This divine aesthetic concept as it was, appeared to the visionary mind of the seers 
of all Faith. Thus we find 'the tree oflife' or "cosmic tree" (Asvattha-Figus reliioas) 
in Gita, the blooming, fragrant and purple lotus is revealing the Supreme Bliss or 
enlightenment-symbolising dedicated-heart, the brilliant jewels are symbolic of 
divine beauty and principles. The vajra is the embodiment of the unending and 
intransigent (Tib. mi. ' gyur) vacuity and resplendent essence of nature (vajrasattva). 
Even the vajra representing the intense and potential aspect of the body of Sastra 
(Sastra-Sarira). 

I 
So we find the adamantin~ aspect of vajrll" evaluates from the divine immu

tability of intelligence and them its flowering into the immutable ultimate nature
Sunyata. 

We have already stated that transformation of total nature into the adaman
tine aspect of vajra. 

We think it would not be irrelevant to state that, as the transformation of 
divine objective and sUbjective aspects has taken place into the vajra, in the like 
manner this took place for the place name and other phenomenal objects into the 
concept of vajra. 

Which is accepted as identical with 'Suhma-bhumi', was only a part of 
Ladha (Radha on vajra-bhumi) were, according to commentaries the two division 
ofLadha Limit of Bengal. (vide, Benayendra Sen: Some Historical Aspects, of the 
inscription of Bengal, University of Calcutta, 1942, p. 47, a part of Vajjabhumi 
lay beyond the present western, Limit of Bengal. 

But earlier Brahmanicalliteratures knows Oily Suhma, yet Iaina literatures 
refer the word of esoteric significance-Vajra. 

Here we may state that, both the Buddhism and Iainism deny the existence 
of an intelligent first cause, adore defied saints. Both the systems are indifferent 
to the authority of the vedas. There is no doubt about the truth, that. the things 
concern with appreciation of beauty and metaphorical objects have been trans
formed into metaphysical aspects and displayed in symbolic religions Art, and 
manifested in Buddhistic Art abundantly than in Brahmanical. It is due to its ethi
cal and creative evolutionism, and more, so in the mahayana and profoundly in 
Vajrayana Art. Thus we find, the mystical reference ofvajra in pluralistic realist 
literature of Jaina and creative evolutionist literatures of the Buddhist. 

The story of Mahavira's journey in Lodha country contained in the 
Acharanga-Sutra. Is specially interesting for one reason. There is a fair degree of 
possibility that at least a part ofVajra-bhumi lay beyond the present western limit 
of Bengal. There is a probable reference of Vajra-bhumi in classical Tamil work 
"Silappadhikaram" which supposed by some scholar to preserved a genuine account 
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of the career of Karikata, the Chola king, whose date can not be definitely fixed. 
The ruler of Vajra maintained neutrality. The commentators in explaining the 
passage, points out that the vajra country was situated "on the bank of river Sona. 
It was surrounded by "great waters on alt sides" and its contiguity to Magadha, 
whose ruler after some resistance-submitted to the invaders. is implied in the story 
which refers Magadha, next to its mention ofVajra. If this tradition has any his
torical value, it is necessary to place Vajra somewhere in the neighbourhood of 
Magadha along the western side of Radha. 

The Mahabharata refers Dhimas exploits in eastern countries and the some 
tract of country; under the name "Prasuhma" (western Suhma). It has been sug
gested that Vajra-bhumi or vajra as a geographical term is not entirely unknown 
to Indian epigraphy. An attempt has been made to connect it with the designation 
of a class of officials, who were specially entrusted with the task of assisting the 
Maurya Emperor Asoka in the propagation of Dharma. 

As regards the alleged mention ofVajja-bhumi (Vajra-bhumi) by Ashoka, 
it may be safely said that the theory has no foundation in fact. In his XII the Rock 
edict the Maurya Emperor informs us that the Dharma-Mahamantras, Mahamatras 
in-charge of women, the vacha-bhumikas, and various engaged in such a way as 
to promote the growth of every separate religion as well as the awakening ofDharrna 
among the subjects. (Rock inscription XII, 9) of the Girner edict, Kalsi reads Vacha
Bhumika, the reading in the Mansehra (XII. 8) and the Shabhzgrahi text is Vracha
bhumika (1, 9). Vacha or Vracha may be equated with "Vajra". This word has 
been actually used in the Vith Rock edict of Ashoka, where it is impossible to 
suggest that it is the name of a country (ef. Girner). It will be natural to presume 
that "Vacha" in "Vacha-bhumika" should be taken in the same sense in which it 
has been used in the Vith Rock edict. Vraja meaning a cow-pen or cattle herd, 
pasture or a high road, is mentioned in the Vlth Rock Edict. The Vraja-Bhumika 
(from Vraja and bhumi, i.e. office) in the employ of the Maurya were either su
perintendents of cattle establishments like the Godhyaksha ofKautilya Arthasastra 
(II, 29), or they were officers in charge of high roads, the protection of which was 
a duty of the king in ancient time, (Ibid, pp. SO-52). 

We think it necessary to say few words on "Vajra" before we retract to 
original topic, that is, Vajra-bhumi. 

As we know that all the Buddhists unanimously held in high esteem the 
"Vajrasana". The immutable seat (Tib: Rdo-rje-gdan), where the Gautama 
Siddhartha Buddha attained ultimate illumination. The Buddhist claim the place to 
be the Navel of the Jumbling 0." "the centre of earth ... Likewise, we find in Brahmanic 

Vaishnavitas also held the "A\i(" (Vraja) "The cow-pen" and popularly knew as 

"The divine sphere ofVraja because this is the resort of divine play (~ aGtcl\(>f1) 
by the lord Krishna along with chosen companions. In some Puranas, such as Matyas, 
Padma, Bhavishya etc., and the Vaishnava text "Vraja-Bhakti, Vilasa, which 
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analysing the "Vraja", gave an interesting description of "Vraja". The area sur
rounded by twelve auspicious manifests the "Vraja-Mandala" circle ofVraja. One 
who makes a Journey over here, his all ambitions will be fulfilled, attain the sphere 
of Vishnu, be victorious over all by virtue of this: 

~Jlf CfiI"lI'iClI;q)ft!! ~(1')q; matsya "IlCPj~ I 
~?I' ~~ '11ffi1 q.f<IT':ifHP'T<f('f: II ~\ij'l1fffi fcIt;ft~: <:j 3l'UfI"ll':. 

Even the sense of impenetrability, which underlay "Vajra" also metaphorically 
conjectured in the sense "As the cow-pen is besieged by cow-herd" in the follow
ing verse of the poet Magha. 

P1'6fiiiflq~ 'llmxr lIT ~q ~\if"li 

~ emItl ~~ ~ ~: II (11m ~-f.lS) 

Even the Hathigumphe inscription. In the seventh line of the epigraph, there was 
a unanimity among the scholars so far as the reading of the first three letters in 
concerned, Vajari (Cunninghum), Vajara (prince), Vajira (Jayaswal-1918), and 
later Vajira, can be taken as approximations of vajra. It has been used at aU as the 
name of a country, the site represented by it is probably to be sought for else
where. in Bengal or its immediate neighbourhood. 

Vajra-bhumi (Tamil Vajra) which was a part ofRadha, lay close to Magadha. 
The Sanskrit word Vajra may mean "the hard or mighty one" (Monior William's 
Sanskrit Dictionary, New Edition, p. 913) cam Vajra-bhumi be taken as synonym 
for Vira-bhumi (Birbhum) which is the name of a modern district in Western Bengal 
situated on the border of the Santal Parganas of Bihar .• 

According Jaina Kalpa Sutra Mahavira spent sometime in a place named 
Panitabhumi (Paniya·bhumi in the Jaina Bhagavati), which the commentators 
explain as situated in Vajrabhumi. The Vajjrabhumi comprising portion of the 
modern district of Birbhum. Bankura and Midnapur in Bengal the Rajmahal hills 
in the Santal Parganas and the eastern district of Chotanagpur in the province of 
Bihar (Ibid. 52-53). 

While Bhandarkar in his book' Ashoka' (Calcutta University 1955) expresses 
somewhat difficulty to understand who vachabhumikas were, and expresses pity 
at the ignorance about the exact identity of the Vachabhumikas and their func
tions. Accepted the designation as has been according to him, twice mentioned in 
the Arthasastra as equivalent to "Vraja". 

Dr. Beni Madhab Barua is certain that designation of the Asokan officials 
as denoted by the word Vrachabhumikas, had something to do with Vracha in 
Rock Edict VI. That the word Varcha is the equivalent of Vraja is evident from 
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the Shahbazgiri text of Rock Edict VI and R.E. XIII where the verbaI' fonns Vracheya 
and Vrachati occur. In support of "Vajra" he shows instances from Dhauli R.E.V. 
and visualizes, while in all the versions of R.E. VI the word is either Vacha or 
Varcha. The equation of Vacha or V racha with Skt. Varchas would be free from 
all objections. But unfortunately no sensible meaning can be made out of it. The 
choice lies at last between the two equations namely that with the Ardhimagadhi, 
Vachaha and with the SK. Vraja. in the Ardhamagadhi dictum, Muni-ti vachaha 
(Acaranga Sutra, Ed. by U. Schubring-I, p. 13) the word vachaha is Sanskritised 
in the commentary as Vartya, a word which does not occur in any Sanskrit Lexi
con. The word Vartya which might not be proposed instead does not suit, the 
context, its usual meaning bring 'a man of the twice born Brahmin class who has 
not undergone the purificatory rite various interpretations of Vracha have so far 
been suggested on the strength of its equation with Vraja. According to Amarakosha 
(Nanartha, 95) Vraja may mean goshtha (cow-pen) addhva (road) nivaha (assem
blage), vide. Asoka and his inscriptions pp. 183-184. In view of afore-stated facts 
we find that besides Benay Chandra Sen no latter scholars on Asokan inscription, 
has conjectured the term to be vajra for vacha. Dr. Barna, Bandarkar, A.C. Sen 
and R. Mukherjee have accepted the equivalent "Vraja" for 'Vacha' or ·Vracha'. 
It is not probably that the reading 'Vajra' for vacha has not caught the sight of 
these scholars. 

A.L Basham, while discussing the reference ofPaniyabhumi in the text of 
Bhagavati sutra, states; Barna ignoring the clear statement of the Bhagavati that 
Paniyabhumi was near Kallaga, which was a settlement near Nalanda, located in 
Vajrabhumi, on the strength of Vinauavijaya's commentary to t~e relevant pas
sage of the Kalpa Sutra. (Journal of the Development of Letters, Calc\itta Univer
sity). The Acaranga Sutra states that Mahavira did not in fact visit Vajja-bhumi. 
which the commentators Silanka described as a district of Ladha or western Ben
gal. In his ninth year of asceticism Mahavira decided to visit Non-Aryan coun
tries, in order to invite persecution and that to work off his Karma. Accompanied 
by Gosala he Journalised to Ladha and Vajjabhumi (W. Bengal). The visit of 
Mahavira to this district is confirmed by the early Acaranga-Sutra. The Kalpa
Sutra confirsrca that Mahavira passed rainy seasons in the places specified by 
J inadasa, with the exception of that spent in Ladha and Vajjabumi. The discrep
ancy is explained by the commentator'Vinayavijaya, who states that Paniyabhumi, 
where Mahavira is said by the Kalpa Sutra to have spent a rainy season, is in 
Vajrabhumi. Thus it is evident that Jinadasa did not invent the whole of his story 
(Basham, History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas. pp. 41,45-46). 

The History of Bengal (Ed. Majumdar says, "The Acaranga Sutra. divides 
the land of Ladha into two parts named Vajjabhumi and Subbha (Subma) Bhumi, 
Vajjabhumi or Vajrabhumi had its capital, according to commentators, at 
Panitabhumi. The name Vajrabhumi "Land of Diamond", reminds us of the Sarkar 
of Madaran in South-West Bengal mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari in which there 
was a diamond mine. The Sarkar answer to parts of the modem Birbhum, Burdwan, 
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and Hoogly districts. The "Land of Diamond" may have extended west wards as 
far as Kokhra on the Borders of Bihar which was famous for its diamond mines 
in the days of Emperor Asoka (p. 9). 

Although the reading vajra for vacha or vajja a conjectural proposition, yet, 
we have to show obviously clear word for place name prepositive with vajra, 
namely 'Vajrayogini' name ofa village ofVikramapura, Dacca, the residence of 
the c~lebrated Buddhist Savant Atisa Dipankara Srijana. The Vajrayogini copper 
plate of Samala Varmadeva. It is also suggested that one Harivarman succeeded 
Satavlrman. The name of Harivarman was familiar to scholars long ago from the 
colopbons of the Buddhist manuscripts, copi~d respectively in the 19th and 39th 
years of his reign (vide. S.K. Maity and R.R. Mukherjee, Corpus of Bengalln
scriptions, Calcutta, 1967), we found another name of a country Vajravati in 
Uttarapatha (somewhere about Western Punjab) was ruled by kind Vajracanda 
(Bodhisattvadana Kalpalata, ch. 103rd. p. 4) V. Bimala Churan law, Geographical 
Essays, vol. I, p. 22). 

Both the word 'Vajra' and 'Vraja' have been derived from the root "Vraj" 
meaning "to go". It seems from the derivative that the original word was most 
probably "Vraja" then thro:ugh linguistic alternation of modification process it 
underwent change into the form of 'Vajra' of course, it occurred so in remote 
prehistoric, Vedic times. 

Vraja denotes in the first instance, in Rigveda, the place to which the cattle 
resort (from Vraj "go") the "feeding ground" and secondarily the "herd" itself. 
According to some such as Roth "Vraja" as primarily the "enclosure", for more 
detail vide, A.A. MacDonell; Vedic Index, vol. II, p. 340. 

Even the concept of Vajra has transcended Himalayan regions well, as a 
result we find significant names adore the places tantrik importance. rDo-fJe-gling 
(Darjeeling, Vajradvipa) in eastern Himalaya. And also we find reflective trans
formation of whole image of 'Vajrasana' of Baudhgaya in Dorjeden name of a 
locality in Central Tibet, as we fmd ~ ~r.\ltl (Nalenda also name of a small 
monastery in Phenyul in Tibet, rDo-Ra (rDo-rJe-Ra-Ba) and enclosure with pll
lars with capitals of the shape of the Vajra, which su'rrounds the Monastery of 
Samye, and so on. This shows the immutable cultural bonds that is as adamantine 
as that of Vajra, in between Bharata and Bod. 

Finally, we may say, the Buddhist Tantricism may have borrowed lines of 
spiritual practices from the Hindus but it re~ined the Mahayanic philosophy.of 

~~ ~c::.':.ro/:i' (Characteristics-Iessness) o::rmn~~~~I~Thatness/sameness) or 

~!i1f?<t'ilcn'l I . ~~·~q'.&.fl (Pure-consciousness apart from sense-conscious
ness). In Guhyasamaja, an early Tantric text, Vajra is defined as the Reality or the 
highest Truth. It is explained as the oneness of the diverse objects and beings of 
the universe i.e. Thatness of the Madhyamikas. A Bodhisattva must attempt to 
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develop a mental state (Bodhicitta-Vajra) in which will vanish the distinction be
tween the two opposite extremes. He should realize that acts of passion are not 
apart from the truth and so it is stated in the Tantric texts that hatred, delusion and 
attachment as well as the practices (Dharma) for realizing the Truth and The Truth 
(Vajra) constitute the five means of escape from the world of desire 
(~m ~ifi"'~'r:m~]1) N. Dutt. Tantrik Buddhism; Bulletin ofTibetology, vol. 
I, p. 2). 

To translate "Vajra" as powerbolt by David Snellgrove seems to be quite 
untenable in view of basic stands that has been taken by Buddhist philosophers 
fundamental ideas that underlay in Vajra have been discussed in the foregoing 
pages. Dr. Snellgrove in his most fascinating work on travel and comparative study 
of Buddhism, entitled 'Buddhist Himalaya, while divining 'Vajrapani' as the fam
ily of the Vajra (Thunderbolt), states for this signified the power of powerful being. 
He himself again explained Akshobhya-one of the five Buddhas, presiding over 
~he east, with blue colour and ofVajra family and Vajra symbol as 'Impreturable', 
the rest four Buddhas have different sign and symbols. Again his statement 'since 
magical power which is represented by Vajra in all important tantras'. These seems 
to be paradoxical and verify the reflection of preconceived idea of Hindu concept 
ofVajra.lnhis recent book, Four Lamas oIDo/po, he rendered Vajra as ·powerbolt'. 
This is the vivification of the idea ofVajra he here in mind, which is evident from 
his earlier interpretation of the word. 

He also claimed the new coinage 'Powerbolt' as a satisfactory translation 
than the earlier rendering. 

'Thunderbolt' and 'Diamond' 

That Thunderbolt is not a fully satisfactory translation, has been however 
admitted and as explanatory the word Adamant has been used. Several English 
knowing Lamas object to the construction 'powerbolt' since Thunder and not bolt, 
is essence of Thunderbolt. As Shri N.C. Sinha put it in suggestive English in his 
two notes (vide. Bulletin ofTibetology, vol. VII, No.2 and voL VII, No.3, literal 
rendering of Sanskrit, Vajra, the Weapon oflndra should be Thunder or ~hunder
bolt. In his reference of Brhadaranyaka upanishad confirmed also the identity of 
idea of Vajra blended in two concepts. Also the identity of idl:!a of Vajra blended 
in two concepts. The Lama scholar, Kunga Yonten's examination of Vajra also 
determine the hard, void, imperishable, indestructible attributes of Vajra. As he 
states diamond has two names Do-rJe Rin-Po-che and rDo-rJe-Phan-Lam. And if 
we study the inherent introvert sense of three forms ofVajra, ofthree spokes, five 
spokes and nine spokes (vide. Bulletin ofTibetology, vol. VII, No.3), it does not 
at all reflect the concept of power that has been conjectured by some scholars. 

There is no doubt that Indra has become a mere background figure for the 
towering personality of the Buddha. The phenomenal development of the practice 
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of making image and worshipping them is interestingly indicated by the fact that 
even the attributes or weapons meant to be placed in the hand of the deities were 
personified and represented anthropomorphically. Such representations came to 
be designated generally. Such representations came to be designated generally as 
.. Ayudhapurusha". The earliest representation of"Ayudhapurusha", however, seems 
to go back to the Indo-scythic period. Vajra appears on some Copper Coins of 
maues as a man behind whom is carved a double-pronged Thunderbolt, just in
front of zeus-Indra whose right hand is placed over his head. Various emblems, 
such as cakra, gada, sankha, padma in Vishnuite reliefs and Vajra, Sakti, Danda, 
Khadga, Pasa, Ankusa, Trishula etc. are also personified in late iconographic text 
(vide, J.N. Banerjee; Development of Hindu Iconography, p. 537). 

In Brhaddevata, we find Vajradhrk as of the epithets of Indra and one of 
the many epithets of Indra is Vajrapani (V. Sri N.C. Sinha's note on Vajra, Bul
letin vol. VII, No.3). In Buddhist Iconography we find "Vajrapani" "Vajradhara" 
are the epithets of the Buddha, therefore we find through these term that the Buddha 
the "Thunder bolt-holder" personified anthropomorphically. When these are rep
resentation of 'Ayudhapurusha', we think the rendering "Thunderbolt" is more 
satisfactory than "Powerbolt" because thunder and not bolt is the essence of 
Thunderbolt as suggested by Sri N.C. Sinha. 

Here we should not loose right of the similar weapon "Sakti" which is a 
long spear with very sharp edge on both sides and a banner with the design of a 
fowl. Unlike "Vajra" it is distinctly termed "Sakti" may be rendered "Power-bolt" 
without conjecture. 

As we see personified Ayudhapurusha in Hindu and Buddhist Iconography 
so we find imagery of weapon of destruction "Vajra" was carried into stipulation 
about (impersonal being). Brahman or absolute, In Katha Upanishad. (2. 3-2) 
Brahman is linked to Vajra. In Buddhism, the attainment of Bodhi by Shakya 
prince, Gautama Siddhartha, was described as attainment ofVajra (vide Sri N.C. 
Sinha's note on Vajra, Bulletin, vol. VII, No.2). We know Vajrapani from the 
representation of Yaksharaja carried to the transcendental concept ofVajradhara 
of Vajrasattva as first creative principle. 

Before we say anything about the first creative principle to the aforesaid 
context of anthropomorphic representation of Vajrapani, we would like to write 
a few lines on the historical background ofVajrapani found in Buddhist literatures. 

In the Vinaya of Mulasarvastivadin the Buddha takes himself first to the 
upper valley of the Indus and on that occasion he is accompanied by the Yaksha
Vajrapani. In the same Vinaya it is mentioned that the Buddha makes his grand 
journey to the North-West with the Yaksha Vajrapani, then the rejoins Ananda 
and goes with him to Mathura. Vajrapani has been frequently represented in the 
graeeco-Buddhist sculptures of Gandhara, as a contrast he never appears in the 
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earlier Art-monuments and literatures of Buddhism (vid, Jean Przyluski: The Legend 
of Emperor Asolca, pp. 3-4). 

According to Benoytosh Bhattacharya, Vajradhara is either the Adi-Bud
dha or the Dhyani-Buddha, Akshobhya who has the Vajra as the recognition symbol 
(Sadhanamala. preface, p. VIII). In Lokanatha-Sadhana we find Vajrapani has been 
equalized with Maitriya, Kashitigarbha (Ibid, vol. I, p. 49). Again in Arya Halahala 
(A valokitesvara) Hrdaya Mantra, Arya-Vajrapani has been equated with Maitreya 
and Samantabhadra and explicitly stated as Maha-Bodhisattva ... itc\qfl'fkl~ 
~qyfi)r U,~) ~~-1l"Ifir'u) PJ'f~NI .... (2 bid. vol. II, p. 542). 

The conception ofVajradhara Presupposes Adibuddha and therefore, is later 
than the first half of lOth century. Vajrasattva, being a regular development of the 
Boddhisattva Vajrapani emanating from the Dhyani Buddha Akshobhaya, is little 
earlier, although the conception of Vajradhara and Vajrasattva are something 
inextricably mixed up, in Vajrayana. But Vajradhara was not universally accepted 
as the Adibuddha or the first creative principle, when the theory of AdibuC1dha 
was fully established the Buddhists seems to have ranged themselves into so many 
sects as it were, holding different views regarding specific forms which the 
Adibuddha should take. Some considered one among the five Dhyani Buddhas as 
the Adibuddha, some acknowledges Vajrasattva as the Adibuddha, many others 
were content to regard the Bodhisattva such as Samantabhadra or Vajrapani as the 
Adi-Buddha. Thus the cult Adi-Buddha was widely distributed amongst the dif
ferent schools, which gave rise to as many different sects amongst the Tantrik 
Buddhists. (8. Bhattacharyya: The Indian Buddhist Iconography, pp. 43-44). 

In the previous notes the Vajra has been described to be made of stone and 
alternately of Iron, Bronze or some sacred metal. Here we are not much concerned 
of the forms ofVajra. The shape of Thunderbolt the weapon of Indra also carried 
by several deities. It consists of two identical conical pieces each having three 
claws joined together in Middle (vide, D.R. Thapar, Icon in Bronze, figure of 
Vajra 8-41, and p. 44). As the threefold pattern, as typified by three basic evils 
persists behind the fivefold scheme. As the Buddha families were originally three, 
Tathagata, Lotus and Vajra also extend to five. And as we find three family pro
tectors Manjusri, A valokitesvara and Vajrapani, gradually assumes concept of five 
Buddhas ofVajra-dhatu, Mandala (vide, Snellgrove, Buddhist Nimalaya, pp. 65-
66). In similar way through the analogy we find the original concept ofVajra form 
of three spokes gradually assuming to the shape of five and nine spokes. In the 
Vedic concept the Vajra Iwhich could prevail upon or destroy the mightiest adver
sary of Devas symbolizes might or power an extrovert and potential active prop
erty. Which gradually carried to the five spoke Vajra represent five wisdom and 
the nine spoke Vajra stands for Dharmadhatu (vide. Bulletin of Tibetology vol. 
VII, No.3). As we see here in Vajrayana concept the Vajra represents the intense 
introverted, hard, innate and adamantine aspects. 
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To the Buddhist, Sakti (l1'ftr;) is Maya (liTm) the very power that creates· 
illusion, from which only Prajna can liberate us, The attitude of the Hindu Tantras 
is quite different, if no contrary 'united with Sakti, be full of power' says 

. (Kulacudamani Tantra), From the union of Siva (ftrcf) and Sakti (l1'ftr;) the world 
is created', The Buddhist on the other hand, does not want the creation and en~ 
foldment of the world. but the realization of the "un~created, un-formed" state of 
Sunyata ~) from which all creation proceeds, or which is prior to and beyond 
all creation, vide. Anagarika Govinda, Principles o/Buddhist Tantras; Bulletin of 
Tibetology. (Vol. II, No.1). We may suggest the reader to read an interesting 
Article on 'Consideration on Tantrlk Sprituality' by Thubten Tenzin (Allias) Marco 
Pallis, Bulletin of Tibetology, (Vol. II, No.2), for accurate understanding and as 
precluding all possible terminological confusion. 

Finally we may sum up, that to realize "Vajra" one has to understand 
"Vajrayana". They are so inextricably inter-linked that clear vision of one will 
dispel the misunderstanding of other. In spite giving our own interpretation we 
would prefer to quote one illuminating passage from a work of the one pioneer 
Indian exponent ofVajrayana. "The Mahayana in the opinion of the Vajrayanists 
is coexistence with what they called Dharma which they considered as eternal and 
to which was given a more important place in later Buddhism that was assigned 
to Buddha himself. The Vajrayanists refer to Sunya in all their writings. but this 
is not the Sunya of the Madhyamakas about which neither existence nor nonex
istence nor a combination of the two nor a negation of the two can be predicated. 
To the Madhyamakas both the subject and the object are Sunya in essence; there 
is no reality either of the mind or of the external world. Obviously, this is a po
sition which was not agreeable to the Vajrayanists because to them a positive aspect 
in the Sunya is absolutely necessary. The Yohacara or the Vijnanavada goes a 
little further and the view ofVijnanavada as formulated by the school is that when 
emancipation is obtained it does not become Sunya, but tum into eternal con
sciousness. Vajrayana, on the other hand, is characterized as the 'path which leads 
to perfect enlightenment' or what they call in Sanskrit 'Anuttara Samyak Samadhi '. 
Vajrayana literally means the adamantine path or vehicle, but its technical mean
ing is the 'Sunya Vehicle' where Sunya is used in a special sense to represent 
Vajra. It is said: 

"Sunyata is designed as Vajra, 
because it firm and sound. and. 
cannot be changed, cannot be pierced, 
cannot be penetrated, cannot be burnt, 
and cannot be destroyed". 

Advayavajrasamtraha, p. 23 

(Benoytosh Bhattacharrya. The Indian Buddhist Iconography, pp. 10- t I). 
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